Gobblers Post Track Victory

BLACKSBURG — Virginia Tech’s outstanding showing in the field events made the difference as the Gobblers opened their dual meet track season with a 74-70 victory over West Virginia Saturday.

Tech’s Barry White led the way with victories in the shot put and discus. Tech sprinter Mac Banks was injured at the start of the meet and did not compete in several events.

120—High Hurdles Bolin (VT), Kacz (VT), Stoner (VT), 14.5.
440—Blake (WV), Vecchio (WV), Huff (WV), 49.0.
100—Marbury (WV), Alberico (WV), Rieves (WV), 10.1.
880—Mosser (WV), Carbaugh (VT), Smith (VT), 1:57.3.
440 Intermediate Hurdles—Kacz (VT), Stone (VT), George (WV), 54.9.
220—Blake (WV), Mabury (WV), Rieves (WV), 22.0.
3 Mile—Saur (WV), Carter (WV), Boetteher (VT), 14:50.4.
Javelin—karellis (WV), Gatch (VT), Davis (VT), 190-4.
High Jump—Check (VT), Pierce (VT), Tucker (WV), 6-0.
Shot Put—White (VT), Alexander (WV), Dubbe (WV), 52-5/4.
Pole Vault—Nuttyncombe (VT) tied Thornton (WV), 14-0.
Discus—White (VT), Alexander (VT), Dubbe (WV), 156-8.

440—Relay Virginia Tech (Stoner, Waller, Wheeler, Banks), 41.8
Mile—Mosser (WV), Noeves (VT)
Huntington (WV), 4:15.6.